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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
CGT-21a
Unit - 1
Answer any three questions.

1
1. (a) Derive the equation PV  mnc 2 , where the terms have their usual significance.
3
(b) Calculate the total kinetic energy of 1g of CO 2 at 27ºC.

3+2

2. (a) Show graphically how the Maxwell’s molecular speed distribution curve in three-dimensions vary at
two different temperatures, T1 and T2 (T2 > T1) for CO2 gas.
(b) Indicate two postulates of kinetic theory, which are not applicable in case of a real gas.

3+2

3. (a) Two moles of van der Waals’ gas is confined in a vessel of 20 litre capacity at 27ºC. Calculate the
pressure of the gas. (‘a’ = 6·5 L2.atm.mol–2, ‘b’ = 0·056 L·mol–1)
(b) How does the coefficient of viscosity of a gas and liquid vary with temperature?

3+2

4. (a) Define ‘surface tension’. What is its S.I. unit?
(b) Describe the principle of capillary rise method for the determination of the surface tension of a liquid.
3+2
5. (a) Deduce the relation RTC/PCVC for a gas obeying van der Waals equation.
(b) State and illustrate the principle of equipartition of energy.

3+2

Unit - 2
Answer any two questions.
6. (a) Show that for a first-order reaction the half-life period does not depend on the initial concentration.
(b) How does the rate constant depend on temperature?

3+2

7. (a) The half-life period of a first-order reaction is 15 min. Calculate the rate constant and the time taken
to complete 80% of the reaction.
(b) What do you mean by zero-order reaction? Write its unit.

3+2
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8. (a) Give one example of each of (i) auto catalytic reaction (ii) catalyst promoter (iii) acid catalysed
reaction.
(b) Differentiate between molecularity and order of a reaction.

3+2

CGT-21b
Unit - 1
Answer any three questions.
9. (a) Which radical is detected by ring test? Describe the test with equation.
(b) Which acid is used in flame test and why?

3+2

10. (a) What happens when pure borax is heated? Describe with proper equation.
(b) What colour you will see in the flame test of Na +, K+, Ca2+ and Ba2+ ions?

3+2

11. (a) Write the procedure of oxidative fusion test for Mn 2+. Give equations.
(b) How would you detect phosphate ion? Give the reaction.

3+2

12. (a) Name the Group IIIB cations. Write the group reagents and the compounds precipitated in this group
analysis.
(b) What happens when sodium nitroprusside is added to an alkaline solution of sodium sulphide?
Describe with equations.
3+2
13. (a) Explain the term solubility product with example.
(b) What happens when potassium ferrocyanide solution is added dropwise into a copper sulphate
solution? Write equation.
3+2
Unit - 2
Answer any two questions.
14. (a) What is diagonal relationship? Explain with examples.
(b) Give the name and formula of the principal ore of silver.

3+2

15. (a) Give the equation of extraction of chromium from its ore with equations.
(b) Define galvanizing and anodising.
16. Write short notes on :
(a) Inert-pair effect
(b) Electroplating.

3+2
2½×2
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CGT-22a
Unit - 1
Answer any three questions.
17. (a) Show that from thermodynamics standpoint CP – CV = R for 1 mol of an ideal gas.
(b) Classify : Volume, Viscosity, Temperature and Internal energy as intensive or extensive property.
3+2


18. (a) Deduce the relation PV = constant in an adiabatic reversible change of an ideal gas, where the
terms have their usual significance.
(b) State and explain Hess’s law of constant heat summation.

3+2

19. (a) Derive an expression for the efficiency of the Carnot cycle.
(b) Can the efficiency of Carnot engine be ‘1’? Justify.

3+2

20. (a) 1 mole of an ideal gas at 273 K is compressed isothermally from 44·8 L to half of its volume
requiring a work of 542·08 cal. Calculate Ssystem and Ssurroundings
(b) Show that the Joule–Thomson coefficient is zero for an ideal gas.

3+2

21. (a) Calculate the heat of formation of benzene at 25ºC, if the heat of combustion of benzene, carbon
and hydrogen are – 780, – 94 and – 68 kcal respectively at 25ºC.
(b) Derive Kirchhoff’s equation when CP values are independent of temperature.

3+2

Unit - 2
Answer any two questions.
22. (a) The value of KP at 20ºC for the reaction — 2 NO(g) + Cl2(g)  2 NOCl(g) is 1·9×103 atm–1.
Calculate the value of KC at the same temperature.
(b) According to Le Chatelier principle what will be the effect of temperature on equilibrium for the
following reaction :
2 SO2(g) + O2(g)  2 SO3(g) + 42 kcal

3+2

23. (a) State and explain Schulze–Hardy rule with a suitable example.
(b) What do you mean by the statement ‘gold number of haemoglobin is 0·05’?

3+2

24. (a) Write short notes on : (i) Tyndal effect, (ii) Dialysis.
(b) What do you mean by lyophobic and lyophilic colloid?

3+2
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Unit - 1
Answer any three questions.

25. (a) State Lowry–Bronsted theory of acids and bases with examples.
(b) What do you mean by ionic product of water?

3+2

26. (a) Deduce an expression for pH of a solution of weak acid and strong base.
(b) Which of the following mixtures in aqueous solution would act as a buffer solution? Give reasons.
(i) CH3COOH + NaOH (1 : 1 mole ratio)
(ii) CH3COOH + NaOH (2 : 1 mole ratio)

3+2

27. (a) How does the equivalent conductance of strong and weak electrolytes vary with dilution?
(b) State and explain Kohlrausch’s law of independent migration of ions.

3+2

28. (a) A 0·1 (M) aqueous solution of acetic acid dissociates to the extent of 1·3%. Find its dissociation
constant.
(b) Calculate the pH of a 10–8 (M) HCl solution.

3+2

29. (a) Explain the mechanism of buffer action with example.
(b) Aqueous solution of ferric chloride is acidic. Explain with equation.

3+2

Unit - 2
Answer any two questions.
30. (a) Describe ‘saturated calomel electrode’. Write the electrode reaction when the electrode act as
a cathode.
(b) Mention the limitations of the van’t Hoff law of osmotic pressure for a dilute solution.

3+2

31. (a) When 0·564 g of a solute was dissolved in 40g of water the depression of freezing point of water
is 0·87ºC. Calculate the molecular weight of the solute. (Given, K f for 1000g of water = 1·85ºC)
(b) What do you mean by standard hydrogen electrode?

3+2

32. (a) Standard reduction potential (Eº) of Zn+2/Zn and Ag+/Ag system are – 0·77 volt and + 0·799 volt
respectively. Construct the cell and calculate the standard e.m.f. of the cell.
(b) Ag does not evolve hydrogen from dilute HCl, but Zn does.— Explain.

3+2

